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Janette Oke has dreamed for years of retelling a story in a biblical time frame from a female

protagonist's perspective, and Davis Bunn is elated to be working with her again on this sweeping

saga of the dramatic events surrounding the birth of Christianity...and the very personal story of

Leah, a young Jewess of mixed heritage trapped in a vortex of competing political agendas and

private trauma. Caught up in the maelstrom following the death of an obscure rabbi in the Roman

backwater of first-century Palestine, Leah finds herself also engulfed in her own turmoil--facing the

prospect of an arranged marriage to a Roman soldier, Alban, who seems to care for nothing but his

own ambitions. Head of the garrison near Galilee, he has been assigned by Palestine's governor to

ferret out the truth behind rumors of a political execution gone awry. Leah's mistress, the governor's

wife, secretly commissions Leah also to discover what really has become of this man whose

death--and missing body--is causing such furor. This epic drama is threaded with the tale of an

unlikely romance and framed with dangers and betrayals from unexpected sources. At its core, The

Centurion's Wife unfolds the testing of loyalties--between two young people whose inner searchings

they cannot express, between their irreconcilable heritages, and ultimately between their humanity

and the Divine they yearn to encounter. --This text refers to the Paperback edition.
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I have read one prior work by T. Davis Bunn and one by Janette Oke. That was many years ago

and, since I didn't consider either of them particularly good writers, I have never read another book



by either one. So when I bought The Centurion's Wife, I didn't have particularly high expectations --

I didn't think their joint effort would be any better than their solo books. But I gave it a try, since I am

always searching for new Christian authors who really know how to write.And I have to say that I

was pleasantly surprised -- the book was better than I expected it to be. The plot was predictable

from the start and didn't contain any surprises, and, although other reviewers have commented on

the "mystery" element of the book, I really don't know what they're talking about; I didn't find one bit

of mystery in this book. But in spite of this, the fact that the writing was well done kept the book

interesting and readable. The characters and the dialog were well done, the scenes and plot

transitioned well, and they did a good job of depicting the time and place and weaving in historical

detail.There were, however, some aspects of the book that didn't make sense to me. The first --

which several other reviewers have also mentioned -- was the whole premise of Alban getting

married. It has always been my understanding that ancient Roman soldiers weren't allowed to

marry.The second was that the characters continually drank tea. Perhaps I am wrong -- and I would

like someone to comment here if I am -- but I'm quite sure that 2,000 years ago tea was unknown

outside of China and the Far East. People in first century Judea would have drank water, wine,

juices extracted from whatever fruits were available to them (grapes, pomegranates, etc.

"The Centurion's Wife" by Davis Bunn and Janette Oke the first in the "Acts of Faith" series by these

authors."The Centurion's Wife" is the story of Leah, a distantly Jewish servant in Pilate's household

at the time of Christ's death, and Alban, a Roman Centurion. Alban and Leah end up in an

arrangement to be married after Alban fulfills a duty to Pilate to find out what happened to Jesus'

body after his death and resurrection. The narrative is told from Leah's point of view as well as

Alban's and spans the several weeks in Jerusalem and the surrounding area after Christ's

resurrection. It involves both characters' course to finding out what they believe about this man

Jesus.I have never read a historical fiction book that is based on a biblical account, so this is a first

for me. And based on this book, it might be my last. Since the main character was not portrayed as I

thought he should be portrayed based on the Bible, then the story was not "real" to me. Alban is

supposed to be the centurion mentioned in the Bible in Matthew 8 and Luke 7. In the biblical

account, Jesus heals a centurion's servant (from afar...without going to the servant), and then Jesus

commends the centurion for having great faith. Because of the way this book portrays this account, I

did not really enjoy the book. When this miracle happens to Alban and his servant, Alban doesn't

really even know who Jesus is. He is not portrayed as having any faith in Christ or even God at all.

The rest of the book is his search to find out who Jesus was, but I think anyone who Jesus



commended for having such great faith would have already believed in Him.
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